
SOME RELATIONS
INVOLVING PARTIAL

DERIVATIVES

A.1 PARTIALDERIVATIVBS

In thermodynamics we are interested in continuous functions of three
(or more) variables

.1, :  , lr(r,  y, t) (A.1)

If two independent variables, say y and z, are held constant, ry' becomes a
function of only one independent variable x, and the derivative of 0 with
respect to x may be defined and computed in the standard fashion. The

- The_function }tlt/ 0x, if continuous, may itself be differentiated to yield
three derivatives which are called the second partial deriuatiues of 1.,

- A'r1,,
0x2
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0 y \ 0 x J -  0 y 0 x (A.2)

0z 0x

By partial differentiation of the functions |lt/0y and 0{/02, we obtain
other second partial derivatives of rp

A'rl' A'1, A'rl'
0x 0y Arf Atdy
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It may be shown that under the continuity conditions that we have
assumed for r/., and its partial derivatives the order of differentiation is
immaterial. so that

a'l'
0x 0y

a'{'
0y 0x

a' ,1 '  _  a ' { . ,  a ' { ,  :0 ' *  (a? l'  0x  0z 0z 0x '  0v 0z 0z 0v

There are therefore just six nonequivalent second partial derivatives of a
function of three independent variables (three for a function of two
variables, and ln(n + 1) for a function of n variables).

A.2 TAYLOR'S EXPANSION

The relationship between {t(x, y, z) and ,l,G + dx, y * dy, z * dz),
where dx, dy, and dz denote arbitrary increments in x, y, and z, is given
by Taylor's expansion

* (x+  dx ,  y *  dy ,  z *  dz )

: *(,, y,4*(fi a'* # o,. # ").+l#@i' * ffirort'
. #(dz)z + ru!-r*, dxdy + r# dxdz * r# **)-

(A.4)

This expansion can be written in a convenient symbolic form

, ! r (x  + dx,  y  *  dy,  z  *  dt )  :  r (dx(a/0x)+dv(? ' r0v)+dz(a/a 'D4t(x,  y ,  z)

(A.5)

Expansion of the symbolic exponential according to the usual series

e '  : t *  x *  
* t '  

* . . '  +  
* * "  

*  . . .

then reproduces the Taylor expansion (equation A.4)

(A.6)
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A-3 DIFFERENTIALS

The Taylor expansion (equation A.4) can also be written in the form

* ( x  +  d x ,  y  *  d y , z  *  d t )  -  * ( * ,  y ,  t )

: d * + * o , r + . . . + * 0 " r . . .

where

dr ,=#ax+ f i a t ,+ffa'

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)

[(#) ,"#.w).,#

d,*: #roo' . #@il, + #ro,r * rffi o,o,

*r# dxdz * rffi oro,
and generally

d.{,  :  ( t ,*  *  or& * o,*) '+(, ,  y, ,)  (A.10)

These quantities drl,, d'*,..., dn*,... are called the first-, second-, and
nth-order differentials of. t1.,.

A-4 COMPOSITEFUNCTIONS

Returning to the first-order differential

d, t , :  (  *9 ! \  * . ( * \  o ,  * (# \  dz  (A .11)
\ d x J y . z  \ d y L . , '  \ d z l x . y

an interesting case arises_wherr x, y, and z are not varied independently
but are themselves considered to be functions of some variable u. Then 

-

)-- d* '.. ' dY dza x :  
* c t u  c l y : f i d u  a n d  d z : f i d u

whence

l A t t \  d z l+ l + l  T l a u  ( ^ . t z )
\  d z  l , . y d u  ]
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d'L +\ 4 *l'+'l + *(ry\ 41 (A 13)A ;  
:  

\  a ,  1 , . , d u '  \  a y  1 , . , f r  " \  u  ) , . , a u
If x and y are functions of two (or more) variables, say u and u, then

o, :  (H) ,*  * (#) .0, ,  e tc
and

d * : f(#),,(#),.(H) .,(H),.(#) .,(#),1*
. f(#),,(H) ..(H) .,(#). . ( #) .,(#) "1*

(A.14)

or

d{,:  (#).a" *(#),^ (A.15)

where

W),: (H),,(H), . ( *r) .,(#),. (#) .,,(h),
(A.16)

and similarly for (0{t/0u),.
It may happen that u is identical to x itself. Then

ta , t , \  ta 'L \  ta , t \  ,? \  * ( * \  (y )  ro . r r l\ n )  " :  \  a ; ) , . ,  * t - - ; r u ) , , , \ a ,  J , '  \  oz  t , . , \  ox  t ,
Other special cases can be treated similarly.

A.5 IMPLICITFTJNCTIONS

If rl., is held constant, the variations of x, y, and z are not independent,
and the relation

* (x ,  y ,z )  :  cons tan t (A.18)
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gives an implicit functional relation among x, y, and z. This relation may
be solved for one variable, say z, in terms of the other two

z  :  z ( x ,  y ) (A.1e)

This function can then be treated by the techniques previously described
to derive certain relations among the partial derivatives. However, a more
direct method of obtaining the appropriate relations among the partial
derivatives is merely to put d+ : 0 in equation A.8.

o:  (  ̂ -N\  a , . ( * \  o , . (+ \  o ,  (A.20)
\  d x  I  y . z  \  i J y  I  , . , - '  \  0 z  I  , . y - ' -

If we now put dz: 0 and divide through by dx, we find

o:  (#) ,  , * (#) .  , (#)  r  ,
in which the symbol (0y/?x)r,, appropriately indicates that the implied
functional relation between y'and x is that determined by the constancy
of rf and z. Equation A.27 can be written in the convenient form

(  9/\  -  -(or l ' / ix), , ,

\  0x J,1,.,  (Arl, , /Ay),,,

(A.21)

(^.22)

(A.23)

(A.2s)

This equation plays a very prominent role in thermodynamic calculations.
By successively putting dy :0 and dx : 0 in equation A.20, we find the
two similar relations

|  0z \  -  (0{ , /  0x) , . ,
\  ox I  * , ,  (a,1, / iz) , .y

and

(  a ' \  _ -(a{ ' /ay), . ,
\ 0y I ,t,, (a4,7az),,, (A'24)

Returning to equation A.20 we again put dz : 0, but we now divide
through by dy rather thanby dx

, : (# ) , , (# ) r ,
whence

(^.26)
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and, on comparison with equation A.2I, we find the very reasonable result
that

|  0 x \  1

\ a, ) r.,: (ira;l;

From equations A.22 to A.24 we then find

(#) , , ( ,u)  r , . (#)  r , , :  -  1 (A.28)

(A.31)

(a y /!")y _ _ (a{,,/ ix) y,,
(0x/0u)e,,  (0,1/0y),. ,  (A'32)

Comparison with equation A.22 shows that

l 0 y \  ( 0 y / 0 u ) e , ,

\u ) r , ' : f f i  (A '33)

Equations A.22, A.27, and A.33 are among the most useful formal
manipulations in thermodynamic calculations.

(^.27)

Finally we return to our basic equation, which defines the differential
drlt, and consider the case in which x, y, and z are themselves functions
of a variable a (as in equation A.12)

ov: l(#\ 4 * l /+) 4 *| ,+) * l*  (Azs)
y t , ) x  l y , , d u  

'  
\ A y  L , , d u  

'  
\  0 z  l , . y d u l

If rf is to be constant, there must be a relation among x, y, and z,hence
also among dx/du, dy/du, and dz/du. We find

0 : r+) |  dx\ |  at, \  (+\ * l /4 ' l  ( !" t
\ i r x  t r , , \ i / *  

* | i 6 ) , , , \ d u l * ' \  0 z  J , , , \ f i J v  
( A ' 3 0 )

If we further require that z shall be a constant independent of. u we find

'  :  (#), , , (#) r , ,*(H) . , (H) r ,



APPENDIX

If matter is acted on by a magnetic field it generally develops a
magnetic moment. A description of this magnetic property, and o1 its
interaction with thermal and mechanical properties, requlres the adoption
of an additional extensive parameter. This additional extensive parameter
x and its corresponding intensive parameter P are to be chosen so that
the magnetic work dW^* is

M(r)  :  M(r ;1)

479

MAGNETIC
SYSTEMS

dWnas: P dX (B .1 )

where

d u : d Q + d w M + d w , + d w ^ u E (8.2)

Hgre dQ is the heat T dS, dlryM is the mechanical work (e.g., - p dV), and
dW, is the chemical work Dp,,dN,. We consider a specifii situation that
clearly indicates the appropriate choice of parameteri X and, p.

consider a solenoid, or coil, as shown in Fig. B.1. The wire of which the
solenoid is wound is assumed to have zero electrical resistance (supercon-
ducting). A battery is connected to the solenoid, and the electromotive
force (emf) of the battery is adjustable at will. The thermodynamic system
is inside the solenoid, and the solenoid is enclosed within an adiibatic
wall.

If no changes occur within the system, and if the current 1 is constant,
the battery need supply no emf because of the perfect conductivity of the
wrre.

Let the current be l and let the local magnetization of the thermody-
rymic system be M(r). The current I can be altered at will by controlling
the battery emf. The magnetization M(r) then will change also. we ass,rmE
that the magnetization at any position r is a single-valued function of the
current

(8.3)
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FIGURE B.1

Systems for which M(r;/) is not single valued in 1 are said to ex-
hlbithysteresl,s; most ferromagnetic systems have this property. Hysteresis
generally is associated with a magnetic heterogeneity of the sample, the
separate regions being known as domains. The analysis we shall develop is
generally applicable within a ferromagnetic domain, but for simplicity we
explicitly exclude all hysteretic systems. Paramagnetic, diamagnetic, and
antiferromagnetic systems satisfy the requirement that M(r; 1) is single
valued in 1.

If the thermodynamic system were not within the solenoid, the current
.I would produce a magnetic field (more accurately, a magnetic flux
density) 4(1). This external "field" may be a function of position within
the solenoid. but it is linear in 1. That is

B " :  b I (8.4)

(B.5)

where b is a vector function of position.
We suppose that the current is increased, thereby increasing the exter-

nal field 8". The magnetic moment changes in response. In order to
accomplish these changes, the battery must deliver work, and we seek the
relationship between the work done and the changes in B, and M.

The rate at which work is done by the battery is given by

ry: 1 x (voltage)

in which (voltage) denotes the back emf induced in the solenoid windings
by the changes that occur within the coil.

The induced emf in the solenoid arises from two sources. One source is
independent of the thermodynamic system and results from a change in

Wire, of zero
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the flux associated with the field 8". Rather than compute this flux and
voltage, we can write the resultant contribution to dW^urdirectly. For an
empty solenoid the work is just the change in the energy of the magnetic
field. or

fiW^u (B.6)

in which po: 4T x 10-7f - m/A, and in which the integral is taken over
the entire volume of the solenoid.

The second contribution to dW^* results from the thermodynamic
system itself and consequently is of more direct interest to us. It is evident
that the change of magnetic moment of each infinitesimal element of the
system contributes separately and additively to the total induced emf, and
furthermore that the induced emf produced by any change in dipole
moment depends not on the nature of the dipole but only on the rate of
change of its moment and on its position in the solenoid. Consider then a
particular model of an elementary dipole at the position r: a small current
loop of area ̂  and current i, with a magnetic moment of m : ia. If the
current in the solenoid is .[, the field produced by the solenoid at the point
r is B"(r) : Xr)I. This field produces a flux linkage through the small
current loop of magnitude b(r) . a.I. Thus the mutual inductance between
solenoid and current loop is b(r) . a. If the current in the current loop
changes, it consequently induces a voltage in the solenoid given by

(voltage): [n(.).^]#

: v i .#
1 -  ' '  d m: iB"('-)'fr

Thus the work done by the battery is

+:s"(r \ -#

:,(+ln:av)

(8.7)

(B.8)

(B.e)

(8 .10)

Although this result has been obtained for a particular model of an
elementary dipole, it holds for any change in elementary dipole moment.
In particular if M(r) is the magnetization, or the dipole moment per unit
volume in the system at the point r, we set

- :/rvr1'; av (B.11)
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To obtain the total work, we sum over all elementary dipoles, or
integrate over the volume of the sample

dlv^ue

dt
: !n"'# o, (8 .12)

Adding the two contributions to the magnetic work, we find

dW^^e + I@"- dlr) dv (8 .13)

This is the fundamental result on which the thermodynamics of magnetic
systems is based.

In passing we note that the local field, H can be introduced in place of
the external field H" by noting that the difference H - H" is just the field
produced by the magnetization M(r) acting as a magnetostatic source. In
this way it can be showd that

f iwnw: tu.  dBdv (B.14)

where H and B are local values. However the form of the magnetic work
expression we shall find most convenient is the first derived (equation
B.13).

In the general case the magnetization M(r) will vary from point to point
within the system, even if the external field B" is constant. This variation
may arise from inherent inhomogeneities in the properties of the system,
or it may result from demagnetization effects of the boundaries of the
system. We wish to develop the theory for homogeneous systems. We
therefore assume that B" is constant and that the intrinsic properties of
the system are homogeneous. We further assume that the system is
ellipsoidal in shape. For such a system the magnetization M is indepen-
dent of position, as shown in any text on magnetostatics.

The magnetic work equation can now be written as

: o(+fnzar)

dwnq: o(+ ! a: av) + B" - dr

where I is the total magnetic dipole moment of the system

I  -  f vav :  MV
J

lSee V. Heine, Proc. Cambridge Phil. ioc.,52,546 (1956).

(B.15)

(8.16)
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The energy differential is

d(Energy) : TdS - +  B - .  d l  +  l . u ,dN ,e  - t  l - -  l
I

(B.17)

The third term on the right of the foregoing equation does not involve
the thermodynamic system itself but arises only from the magnetostatic
energy of the empty solenoid. Consequently it is convenient to absorb this
term into the definition of the energy. We define the energy U by

Pdv + ,(+ln: av)

(B.18)

so that U is the total energy contained within the solenoid relative to the
state in which the system is removed to its field free fiducial state and the
solenoid is left with the field 8". This redefinition of the internal energy
does not alter any of the formalism of thermodynamics. Thus we write

u= Enersy - 
+!a!av

r

dIl: TdS - PdV + B"dIB + lp,,dN,
I

(B.1e)

where 1" is the component of I parallel to B".
The extensiue parameter descriptiue of the magnetic properties of a system

is Ip, the component of the total magnetic moment parallel to the external
field. The intensiue parameter in the energ) representation is 8".

The fundamental equation is

U  :  U ( 5 , V , 1 3 , N r , . . . ,  N , ) (B.20)

(#\  Z NI N.

and

: 8 " (B.21)
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Availability, 113
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Baryons, conservation of, 466
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Born, Max, 183
Bose condensation, 413

temperature, 416
Bose-Einstein permutational parity,
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Brayton cycle,I29
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Canonical formalism, 349
Canonical partition sum, 351
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Central limit theorem, 456
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intemal,26

Convexity condition of stability, 207,
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Correlation moment:
delayed,315
of fluctuations, 426

Critical exponents, 263
opalescence, 255, 423, 430
point, 221, 240, 255
transitions, 255
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Einstein model ol 333
melting temperature, 336
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Diesel, 130
Joule, 129
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Debye, Peter, 88, 365
Debye model, 364

temperature, 366
Degree of reaction, 169
Degrees of freedom, 62,247
Density of states, 362

classical, 370
of orbital states, 362, 364

Dewar walls, 16
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Diatomic molecule, equipartition

theorem, 376
Diesel cycle, 130
Differentials, imperfect, 20
Dilute solutions, 302
Disorder, 379,455
D N A , 3 6 I
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Einstein model of crystal, 333, 354
temperature, 335
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305

Electrochemical potential, 35
Electromagnetic radiation, 78, 368,

412
Electrons in metal, 405
"Element," as independent mode, 353
Endoreversible engine, 125

efliciency of,127
Energy, conservation of, I I

internal, 11
minimum principle, 131
representation, 4l
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r25

effrciency, 106, l14
endoreversible, 127
thermodynamic,9l ,  113
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Enthalpy, 147, 160

of formation, 173
magnetic, 201
minimum principle, 156
standard enthalpy of formation, 174
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absolute, 279
current density, 310
measurability of,123
of mixing, 69, 108, 290
production in irreversible process,

309
representation, 41, 329
statistical mechanical interpretation,

3 3 1
Equation of state, 37

generalized, 301
reduced, 300
universal, 300
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stable,3l
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Exothermic process, 277
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Fahrenheit temperature scale, 48
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First order phase transitions,243, 245
F luctuation-dissipation theorem, 308
Fluctuations,2lS, 423
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Helmholtz, 15,146

Free energy functional, 257
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Free expansion, I92
Fugacity, 403,414
Fundamental relation, 28

energetic, 4l
entropic, 4l
underlying, 205

G

Gas constant, 66
Gasoline engine, 128
Gauge symmetry, 466
Gaussian probability density, 43I, 456
Geometry, "line" and "point," 140
Gibbs, Josiah Willard, 27, 370, 371
Gibbs-Duhem relation, 60, 284
Gibbs phase rule, 245, 286
Gibbs potential or "free energy," l4'1.,

r67
minimum principle for, 167
standard molar Gibbs potential,

t74
Gibbs's theorem, 69, 289
Goldstone's theorem, 462
Grand canonical formalism, 385, 451

partition sum, 386
potential, 148, 386, 401, 418

Gruneisen model, 339
parameter, 368

H

Hall effect, 325
Hamiltonian, 145
Heat, 8, 18, 36

of fusion, 223
quasi-static, 18, 19
ofreaction, 169,294
of sublimation,223
of vaporization,223
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Heat capacity:
at constant pressure, 84
at constant volume, 86
of electrons in metal, 408
of ideal Bose fluid, 421

Heat flow, 101
Heat pump, 115

coefficient performance of, 116
Heat source, reversible, 104
Heisenberg model of ferromagnetism,

445
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 3 72
Helium four (aHe), 400
Helium three (3He), 400
Helmholtz potential or "free energy,"

1 4 6 , 1 5 7
additivity of, 354
minimum principle for, 155

Homogeneous first-order functions, 28
Homogeneous zero-order functions, 37
Homonuclear molecules, 377
Hydrogen, ortho and para,470

I

Ice skating, 229
Ideal Bose fluid, 403
Ideal Fermi fluid, 399, 403
Ideal gas:

classical, 372
general, 289
monatomic,66
simple, 66

Imperfect differential, 20
Impermeable walls, l6
Indistinguishability of particles,

373
Information theory, 380
Intensive parameters or intensive

variables, 35,38
entropic, 40

Inversion temperature, I 62
Irreversibility, l8
Irreversible thermodynamics, 307

Isenthalp or isenthalpic process, 163,
278

Isentrope or isentropic process, 43
Ising model, 258,440

spins, 446
Isobar or isobaric process, 42
Isochore, l77
Isotherm or isothermal process, 39
Isotope separation, 108
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Joule cycle, 129
Joule-Kelvin process, 162
Joule-Thomson process, 160

K

Kelvin relations of irreversible response,
3L6,323,325

Kelvin scale of temperature, 47
Kinetic coefftcients, 3 1 3
Kubo relations, 308

L

Landau, L.D.,257
Landau theory,265
Latent heat,222

of fusion,222
of sublimation,222
of vaporization, 223

Law of corresponding states, 299
LeChatelier-Braun pinciple, 212
LeChatelier's principle, 210
I-egendre transform, I42, 285
Legendre transformation, I 37
Leptons, conservation of, 466
Irver rule, 239,244
Liquidus curve, 250



M

Macroscopic crordinates, 5
Magnetic held, 82

quantum number, 394
susceptibility, 89
systems, 81, I99,479

Mass action law,293
Massieu functions, l5l, 423

maximum principles for, 17 9
Materials, properties of, 289
Maximum work theorem, 103
Maxwell relations, 181, 285
Mean field theory, 44O,449
Mean square deviation of fluctuations,

424,426
Melting temperuture, 222
Metastable equilibrium, l5
Microcanonical formalism, 329, 332
Mnemonic diagram, 183, 286

for grand canonical potential, 387
Modes of excitation, 292

electronic, 355
rotational, 355, 356
translational, 355
vibrational, 355

Molar mass, 9
volume, l0

Mole ,9
fraction, 9
number, 9

Mollier chart,177
Mornents, of fluctuating parameters,

424
correlation moments, 426

Monatomic ideal gas, 66
Most probable and average values, 270

N

Nernst, Walter,277
Nernst effect,325
Nernst postulate, 30, 277

Index 491

Noether, Emily,460
Noether's theorem, 460
Normal coordinates, 7

modes. 7

o

Ohm's law of electrical conduction.
3r4

Onsager, L.,258, 307
Onsager reciprocity theorem, 307

theoretical basis of, 314
Orbital state, 353
Order and disorder, 380
Order parameter, 255, 256,263
Otto cycle, 128

P

Paramagnet, 83, 355
Partial molar Gibbs potential, 168
Partition sum:

canonical ,35l
factorizability ol 353
rotational, 357
translational, 356, 37 5
vibrational, 356

Peltier coefficient, 323
effect,323
heat,323

Permeable walls, l6
Perturbation expansion:

for equation of state,297
for Helmholtz potential, 473

Pfaffran forms, 49
Phase diagram: ,

binary systems, 248
water,216

Phase transitions:
first order, 215
second order,2l7

Photons,4l2



492

Planck, Max, 30, 277,278
radiation law, 370

Pluecker line geometry, 140
Polymer model, 339, 358, 391
Potential for heat (enthalpy), 161,

r70
Potentials, thermodynamic, 146
Pressure, partial, 73
Probabilities of states, 358

a

Quadratic potential, 436
Quantum fluids, 393,403
Quantum regime, for gases, 405
Quartic potential, 436
Quasi-static process, 19, 95

R

Radiation, 78
Rankine scale of temperature, 47
Raoult's law, 304
Rayleigh-Jeans law, 370
Rayleigh scattering, 430
Reduced'variables, 301
Reduction procedure for derivatives,

186
Refrigerator, coeffi cient of performance,

l l 5
Regelation, 232
Relaxation time, 99
Reservoir, thermal, 106
Resistive systems in irreversible

thermodynamics, 312
Reversible process, 9l
Reversible work source, 103
Rotational modes, equipartition,

376
Rubber band, 80, 339
Rushbrook's scaling law, 27 5

s

Scaling,272
"Schottky hump," 338, 339
Second order phase transitions, 255
Seebeck effect, 320
Selection rules, 470
Shannon, Claude, 380
Simon, Francis, 277
Simple ideal gas, 66
Simple systems, 9
Small (non-macroscopic) systems, 360
Solid systems, 305
Solidus curve, 250
Solutions, dilute, 302
Square well potential, 438
Stability, 44,203,286

convexity condition, 207
global, 205
local, 205
physical consequences, 209

State space, 344
Steam tables:

saturated,224
superheated ,175,176

Stefan-Boltzmann Law, 7 8, 369
Stellar interiors, conservation laws in,

466
Stirling approximation, 3 34
Stoichiometric coefficients, 56
Superfluidity, 422
Surface adsorption, 388, 391
Susceptibility, magnetic, 89, 90

generalized, 255
Symmetry, 458

and completeness, 469
broken, 462
gatge,466

Temperature, 43



measurability of,123
negative,29
scales, 47
units, 46

Tension, 80, 339
Thermal expansion coeffrcient, 84
Thermal reservoir, 106
Thermal volume, 405
Thermal wave length, 4O5, 414
Thermodynamic engine efficiency, 105
Thermoelectric effects, 3 16
Thermoelectric power, 320

absolute, 322
Thermometer:

ideal gas, constant pressure, 72
ideal gas, constant volume, 7l

Third Law, 30
Thomsen and Bertolot, principle of,277
Thomson effect,324
Throttling process, 160
Time reversal symmetry, 307, 467
Tisza, L., 183,257
Trace, of quantum operators, 434
Triple point,232,247
Two-state model, 337, 354

U

Uncertainty principle, 372
Unconstrainable variables, 8l
Underlying fundamental equation, 205
Universality, 272

van der Waals:
constants. 77

Index 493

equation, 74
ideal fluid, 74

van der Waals, J.D.,74
van't Hoff relation:

for heat of reaction, 294
for osmotic pressure, 303

Vapor pressure, 232
in dilute solutions, 303

Variational principle, 433
Vibrational modes, of crystal, 333,

36s
Virial coefficient,297
Virial expansion,297

w

Walls:
Dewar, 16
diathermal, l7
impermeable, l7
permeable, l7
restrictive, l5

Widom's scaling law, 27 5
Wigrer, Eugene, 459
Wilson, Kenneth, 259
Work, 19,36

chemical, 36
Work source, reversible, 103

z

Zero-order functions, 37
Zero-point energy, 369
Zero temperature, prope rties at, 287

unattainability of, 281

v



UNITS AND COIWERSION FACTORS

Energy

1 Joule :
107 ergs
0.2389 calories
9.480 x 10-a Btu
9.869 x 10-3 l i ter-atmospheres
0.7376 foot-pounds
2.778 x 10-a watt-hours
3.724 x 10 7 horsepower-hours

Pressure

1 Pascal :
1 Newton/m2
10 dynes/cm2
10 baryes
10 - s bars
1.450 x 10 apsi (pounds/ inch2)

0.9869 x 10 ) atmospheres
7.5006 X 10 - '  

Torr (or " mm Hg")

Volume

1 m 3 :
106 cm3
103 l i ters
6.7024 x 104 inchs
35 .315  f t 3
264.77 U.S. gallons
2I9.97 British Imperial gallons

Temperature

Z("C) : Z(Kelvin) - 273.L5
Z ( ' R ) : 1 . 8 x 7 ( K e l v i n )
r("F) : T('R) - 459.6i :  1.8 x f(.C)

(10-r  J /erg)
(4.186 I /cal\
(1055 J/Btu)
(101.3 J/liter-atm\
(1.356 J/ f t -poundy
(3600 J/u'att-hr1
(2.685 x 106 J/hp-hr)

(6897 Pa/psi)
(1 .013 x 105 Pa/atmy
(133.3 Pa/Torr \

+ 3 2

( 1 . 6 3 9 x 1 0  s m r T i n 3 ;
(.02832 m3 7ft31
(3.785 x 10- t  mrTgal l
( 4 . 5 4 6 x 1 0  3 m t / g a l \

R : 8. 3 1 4 r"',",..::rT#:Tr* carories/more- Kervin
kB :  1.381 x 10-23 Joules/Kelvin
NA : R/k B : 6.022 X 10 23 /mole
h -- 6.626 x 10-34 Joule-sec


